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OUT DOOR ACTIVITIES WITH
PUPIL OF SOME PRIMARY
SCHOOLS IN LIMBE

Group photograph with the Senior Divisional
Officer for Meme Division, South West Region

from the 12-15th of March
registered fifty participants
from the cocoa producing
regions of Cameroon who
were assembled to dialogue
and network on a common
platform with the purpose of
stimulating economic growth
and improve their livelihood.

The concept and need of this
project came about as a reThe month of March 2013 saw
sult of the following;
the birth of the first national proFairtrade concept is one of
ject carried out by OGCEYOD
the main solutions for cocoa
Cameroon. The project titled
farmers to eradicate poverty
“PILOT FAIRTRADE COCOA
and enjoy sustainable liveliTRAINING FOR SUSUTANABLE LIVELIHOOD IN hood.
CAMEROON” was sponsored by Cocoa beans is highly valued
all over the world, yet farmthe British High Commission.
The training workshop which ran ers spend time in relentless

labour farming cocoa but making
the least benefit out of their labour;
going poorer and poorer while
middle men, exporters and processing companies reap most of
the benefit getting richer and richer.

Inadequate capacity building of
farmers on quality cocoa with

Official opening by the Senior Divisional
Officer , Regional Delegate of Agriculture and
Rural Development and others

Nurture Youths to Grow Environmentally Friendly taken over in Limbe by the Divisional
Delegation of the Ministry of Environment, Nature Protection and Sustainable Development
The Divisional Delegation of the
Ministry of Environment, Nature
Protection and Sustainable Development being our main partner in
Cameroon on the project titled,
―Nurture Youths to Grow Environmentally for sustainable Development‖ in the beginning of the academic year 2012-13 took over the
running of the revamped or newly
created environmental clubs in 40
primary schools in Limbe. Talking
to the Project Coordinator , Mrs.
Ongie Rose Mukete who is the
Chief of Bureau Incharge of Envi-

ronment Information and
Documentation in the Divisional Delegation, said that
she is having a wonderful
time with the kids especially
when it comes to outdoor
environmental activities. She
said that through the project
she has seen a lot of creative
potentials in the children and
the willingness to preserve
the environment for themselves and generations to
come. She remarked that it is
easier for kids to retain lessons learned and practice

them more than adults will do.
OGCEYOD is hoping in future to
train the 12 Divisional Delegation
staff of the South West and North
West Regions of Cameroon to
take on the project in the respective divisions. The Divisional Delegation in Limbe has pledge their
technical support to our work with
the other divisions. We are grateful to the New England Biolabs
Foundation for the financial support in the pilot phase and we
hope to have their support in this
next phase.
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PILOT FAIRTRADE COCOA TRAINING FOR SUSUTANABLE LIVELIHOOD IN CAMEROON
management for cocoa
farmers;
Commercial
strengthening of small
scale cocoa producers and
trade secrets; Cocoa transLiaison Officer for Cameroon\Mali, Mr. Col- formation strategies , Rebert presenting of Fairtrade
vamping the cocoa cooperative movement; Producing
much evidence from the 2000 certified cocoa. The first
tons of cocoa extradited back
to Cameroon.
Inspiring farmers to go for
local transformation which
will transform their petty
group trade into a real business venture.
Cross-section of participants
Inadequate skills for simple
personal income management. three days of the training
The entire training workshop workshop took place at
registered eight presentations Vianello Hotel Kumba
from facilitators on the topics: where participants were
Fair trade concept, need and educated on the above topits importance to farmers; ics with practical demonstration in all sessions. Participants went on a tour to
Douala on the fourth day of
the training workshop.
They had the opportunity
to visit CAMACO; a cocoa
exporting company in Douala Cameroon where they
Cross-section of participants
were drilled more on how
Good agricultural practices they can better dry the cofor sustainable cocoa produc- coa they produce, kilotion and sustainable cocoa grams per bag exported and
production systems; Strategy the various machines which
for quality control; Strategic are used for the entire promanagement of cocoa farmers cess. With all the explicit
income and financial risk discourse, participants were
very contempt they were a

part of the project as they
have learned a lot on the fair
trade scheme which they had
no idea what it all was and
have improved on the
knowledge of cocoa quality
they have and the various
transformation methods there
is to cocoa. Resolutions taken were: The cooperatives
should be empowered to make
them competitive in the market; Nonfunctional cooperatives should dissolve and
merge or belong to functional
cooperatives; Periodic Markets should be put in place
and go operational by the
state; Improved ovens should
be introduced into the communities by the state and other
donors through cooperatives;
Farmers capacities should be
improved on sustainable cocoa production (Training);
Copies of the OHADA should
be made available to cooperatives to improve the function-

Arrey E. Ntui, Project Manager of the British
High Commission, Cameroon taking part in
a practical demonstration on certified cocoa

Change does not roll in on the
wheels of inevitability, but
comes through continuous
struggle. And so we must
straighten our backs and work
for our freedom. A man can't
ride you unless your back is
bent.
Every man must decide
whether he will walk in the light
of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive
selfishness.
The good neighbor looks
beyond the external accidents
and discerns those inner
qualities that make all men
human and, therefore,
brothers.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

ing of cooperatives; Cooperatives should endeavor to

purchase/obtain/

acquire

quality control gadgets; Cooperatives should organize annually, open cooperatives
days (FairTrade); Cooperatives should endeavor to prepare and Audit reports

Arrey E. Ntui, Project Manager of the British High Commission, Cameroon evaluating participants
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The InBetween Magazine- still a great success
After a lot of hard work, which was put in the magazine from all our students and the editors Franzi (ASYOUSED) and Julia, we finally could produce our very first edition (all in
all the 12th edition) in December; just in time for the World Aids-Day. What a great success! Just in 4 days we managed to sell all of the 1000 printed copies! Few weeks after we
produced the December-Edition, we had many more students who came up to us and asked
for more copies. With students from over 10 different schools in Limbe, we are still having
the meetings every Wednesday at 4pm at Saker Baptist College. During our meetings we
discuss the newest topics for the magazine, work on the articles, come up with new ideas
and have a lot of great talks and fun. It is great to see the young students, who are so motivated and filled with energy to produce something great. Thanks to funding from our family and friends in Germany and also the help from the former volunteers that were still collecting money for that great project, we managed to produce our next edition in February
for the Youth Day. Our magazine wasn’t only filled with great articles, Funtime and lyrics
for the Youth Day, but also celebrated its own 2nd anniversary! 6 different volunteers from
the GIZ produced more than 10.000 copies in this period and sold them completely to all
students in Limbe. The InBetween Magazine is a great success- it’s steadily growing and
we hope to even produce more copies one day so that we
Julia
are able to reach out to more students. Right now we are in
the process of editing the April Edition, which will be sold
to the students right after the holidays. To produce one
magazine takes a lot of time: additionally to our weekly
meetings we sometimes meet Saturdays or Friday afternoons to take pictures for the photo story or give some acting training. But still, we always find the time to relax and
also have a lot of fun with our students. The InBetween
Magazine would never be such a great success if we wouldn’t work together in such a way. We hope we all keep the
good working spirit up, so that we can produce many more
great editions of InBetween!

New Welwärt Partnership deal for OGCEYOD
The long awaited visit of Herbert Seebauer representing Arbeiterkulturund Bildungsverein e.V. our new Welwärt partner finally happened on
the 27th of March 2013. The Executive Director and Advocacy Director
of OGCEYOD and the Programs Officer of ASYOUSED picked up the
guess from Germany at the Atlantic Beach Hotel at 9am for the OGCEYOD office. There both organizations had a long talk with Herbert on
the volunteers projects and living conditions through out their stay in
Cameroon. From the discuss, Herbert could have a clear picture of the
volunteers duties and responsibilities as well as the work evaluation strategies. Leaving OGCEYOD office satisfied, he promised both organizations
that volunteers will be sent to them in the month of September 2013.

(LtoR) Franzi and Julia

Economic Empowerment for
Young People: OGCEYOD targeting more youths for financial independence
The number of unemployed Cameroons are increasing and the job
market is already saturated, OGCEYOD since its creation has been
seeking ways to empower young
people economically for a sustainable livelihood. More youth have
been recently taught and assisted
on writing a business plan of their
desired innovative businesses;
which is a scheme taken from an
excerpt of one of OGCEYOD´s to
curb unemployment and poverty in
youths. The trainees then received
interest free loans to start up their
businesses which has a payback
period of between 2-6 months. The
scheme is on for sustainable livelihood of the Cameroonian youths.
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Read Beyond Borders; Improving the Reading Standards and promoting creativity of youths

Now that the Second School Term has
already come to an end, we want to
look back on what has been going on
with Read Beyond Borders. We are still
reading the novel “Unanswered Cries”
by Osman Conteh that tells the story of
a 14-year old girl that goes to visit her
mother in the village and soon finds
herself under pressure to follow traditions and become a circumcised
bondo woman. However, confident
Olabisi tries to fight for her freedom of
choice and goes to court to fight
against her mother. Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, I’m going to the schools
Lura-May Bustin, Kofele Luma Memorial Academy and GHS to have my reading clubs. Although the clubs were sup-

posed to be for the younger students
like Form 1 and Form 2, I ended up
having as well many older students
additionally to the younger ones that
want to enjoy my reading clubs. At
all schools I’m having a great working atmosphere with a good mixture
of boys and girls, young and old, so
that we end up having interesting
discussions as everyone shares their
opinion. Therefore, it is a good thing
to also have older students in my
club, as they help to explain things
to the younger ones. As we advanced with our novel, we covered
different topic like the importance of
reading or I explained relevant topics to the students like Female genital mutilation (Circumcision) or the
“Children’s Rights”. As it is sometimes not easy to talk about sensitive topics like Circumcision, the female body or Sexuality; I introduced
the “Question Box” to my students. If
they’re feeling uncomfortable to ask
me some questions in public in
class, they can write them down

anonymously, put it in the box and I’ll
answer the question for everyone in
the next lesson. Like this, even the
shyest person was able to find a response to their unanswered questions. As our Club Activities should
not only be reading and straight
learning, I try to play many games; do
group work, or drawings to educate
them about the topics. They also enjoy it very much when we’re having
an acting class and act out different
scenes of the book to understand
the situations better. Read Beyond
Borders is going great and my students and me are already looking
forward to the interschool competition at the end of the school year.

Donation of Family Reich
In March, our German volunteer’s parents came to visit her in Cameroon. Julia was really happy and pleased to show them around in
her new environment. She introduced them to her Cameroonian
family, her friends and of course to OGCEYOD. Her parents were
really interested in the work she is doing here and even had the
chance to visit one of her Read Beyond Border classes to see their
daughter teach in school. They felt really comfortable in Cameroon
as everyone was welcoming them so nicely and was so excited to
meet “Ahone’s parents”. But they did not come empty handed:
knowing the problems NGO’s are facing in Cameroon, they donated
Reich Family posing infront of the Bismarck Monument
a laptops to OGCEYOD and some didactic materials to facilitate
work in the office and with target communities. Filled with many experiences, the Cameroonian friendliness and the
Limbe heat, they returned back to Germany but definitely will not forget their stay here ever.
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THE GREEN CITY SHOW
ten quarters chosen within the Limbe
municipality. Legatees of the workshop were schooled on Government
Action in Promulgating Environmental
Cleanliness in the city of Limbe, Community Waste Generation and Disposal, Health Hazards and Tree Planting
Welcome address presented by the Divisional Delegate
of Environment, Nature Protection and Sustainable
Development , Ms. Yaboya Dama

Family photo with participants, partners and organisers

plus Market Gardening. Participants
must be ensured was cited. The various
methods of waste generation and man-

Sponsored by the Lush Charity

agement were made known to partici-

Port, the Green City Show stands as

pants and they were advised to dump

one of OGCEYOD’s shout outs to a

their waste in closed cans, not to throw

green world through environmental

plastic bags carelessly since they take

protection. The training workshop

over 20 years to decompose which can
lead to soil erosion and also not to burn
Photo of an area in Limbe suffering from waste disposal

the dirt. Legatees were very much satisfied with the knowledge gained from the

were made to understand that the state workshop and promised to make some
is doing everything possible for waste green space in their various neighborto be treated in an ecologically rational hoods and are glad to have been commissioned as community relay agents to
keep their environments free from pollugeared at promulgating environmental

tion and detrimental diseases to their

cleanliness in the city of Limbe that

health.

ran for three days; 6th -8th of March
2013, registered 50 participants from

manner to curb harmful effects on human health and natural resources. Law
no 96/12 of the 5th of August 1996
which states that cleanliness and Environmental

Management/

Protection

Director of ASYOUSED, Mr. Asah Azefor Presenting on
Conservation of the Ecosystem
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New Breed of Creative and Pro-active Volunteers in OGCEYOD
A volunteer is someone
who decides to carry out
an activity or a job for
the benefit of others,
Often these activities
stand as humanitarian
services. Volunteering
Mary
opportunities offered by
OGCEYOD to the public has gone a long way to empower
many youths within Cameroon and beyond as such no one
can deny noticing the stream of
volunteers that flow in and out Glory
of the organization yearly.
From August 2012- present
OGCEYOD has registered six
new volunteers, 5 of whom are
Cameroonians and young graduates form the University of
Buea and a German volunteer.

These volunteers have degrees in diverse academic
disciplines: Management, Biology, Accountancy and
Bilingual Letters. These volunteers have been trained
on InterAction Leadership, Gold setting, Powerpoint
presentation, Project Management and Team Building
Capacity.
Benefits these volunteers get cannot be ignored as
they have the opportunity not only to be professionals
within Cameroon but to gain knowledge on professionalism outside the country as they have the prospect to
travel to other countries for seminars and workshops.
The German volunteer,
Julia Reich who has
been with OGCEYOD
since 2012, has been
working on INBETWEEN
magazine and runs
reading clubs in secondary schools.

Julia

Jennifer
Jennifer MBONGHAN
holds a degree in Accountancy and joined
the organization in
March 2013, has also been working on
the Green City Show
and IFM-SEI CooperACTION project and Arnold Kamdem is reading BilinVanessa Tuke holds a degree in Accountancy from the Unigual Letters in the University of Buea, he joined OGversity of Buea, joined
Vanessa
CEYOD in March
OGCEYOD in March
Arnold
2013 and together
and has been working
with the other volunon the Green City Show
teers, he has been
and IFM-SEI CooperACworking on the IFMTION project.
SEI CooperACTION
project.
Mary Ntui, Holder of a B.Sc in Management from the University of Buea has been working with the organization since
October 2012. She runs a project with women in petty business and the lead person in the IFM-SEI CooperACTION project. Glory Atam holds a B.Sc in Biology from the University
of Buea. She started working with OGCEYOD in November
2012 and has been working on the project on Violence
against women.
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C2D VALIDATION WORKSHOP ON AGRICULTURE AND BASIC EDUCATION IN THE
SOUTH WEST REGION
A day workshop was held on February 25th 2013 at Trinity Hotel Limbe based on C2D validation on Agriculture and Basic Education in the South West Region. The workshop started at 10.00am with Mr. Christian of LUKMEF giving a brief highlight on what
C2D is all about, how it has been actively running projects on Agriculture and Education for the past 4 years in the South West region and that CSOs are mandated to monitor this projects. He also went further to give the objectives of the workshop, which involved
To inform CSOs, stakeholders, media to help monitor some of the C2D projects in their own perspective.
To empathize on level of implementation on projects in 2012
To know what has been done in the past years by C2D in favour of development.
How monitoring should be carried out in the year 2013
To Promote CSOs to know more about the national budget and how it is shared among ministries.
Roles CSOs have on the planning and execution projects before and after the 50th anniversary celebration.
And finally questioning and examining government policies regarding the budget set for the event.
After the highlight by Mr. Christian, it was followed by self-introduction of each participant. Both Mr. Christian of LUKMEF and
Etoa Bosco presented the first module of the workshop. Mr. Christian started by giving the full meaning of C2D, which is: Contrat
Desendettement-Developpement. He also went further to elaborate what it is all about which he explains as a debt Cameroon owes to
France and instead of this debt to be paid to France it goes to the Cameroon central bank as a Grant from the French Government
which is then plough back for the realization of projects. While executing these projects, Cameroon must provide indicators of realization. CSO must engage in the monitoring of these projects, which is a condition in the Contract between France and Cameroon.
Be it a small or large project, the public must be informed about the projects on the grounds under C2D. Mr. Etoa went also went
further to explain the pattern to which C2D operates, the areas of intervention (Agriculture, health, education etc.) procedure for
movement (quantitative and qualitative analysis), target population (using gender balance), and finally the collection of data to compile reports.
The second Module was mostly focused on deliberation among participants to come up with a strategic plan for the monitoring of the
implementation of 2013 state budget and government polices which was moderated by Mr. Christian. After a 45 minutes deliberation
the participants came up with the following resolutions:
Information gathering
Have the budget and make it available at all levels
How much is allocated for each level (National, Regional, Divisional and sub divisional level)
Sensitization of the population
Monitoring and Evaluation
Organizations should be willing to monitor in their own regions as well as define their areas of interest (Agriculture, Health etc.)
The module was finalized with organizations shared among the divisions were monitoring and Evaluation are to be carried out. The
final module was presented and coordinated by Mr. Christian, which entailed CSOs participation strategy to monitor and evaluate projects before and after the 50th anniversary celebration. After deliberations the final strategies were put forward.
Identify all projects earmarked for the 50th anniversary (CHAMEG, duration – one week)
Conduct independent monitoring and evaluation of these projects (Kumba – AJESH; Buea – FORUDEF, CHAMEG, Limbe - EPDA,
OGCEYOD, PEAL
Civil Society Report for Projects linked to 50th Anniversary - Coordinate and harmonize – EPDA and LUKMEF
Submission of report to governor and attached cover letter of invitation requesting him to call or participate in a CSO consultative
meeting in preparation to pre and post activities leading the 50th anniversary celebration.
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WOMEN IN PETTY BUSINESSES
Many small businesses today are owned by women. Knowing the important role women
play in our communities and how much they contribute to the development of our Country,
it was paramount that training and education be given to these women on how to manage
their businesses. The training was done in the Limbe 1 municipality, with the women of
Livestock and Fishery businesses, running through a period of two(2) days, that is the 24th
and 27th of January, involving two(2) business groups. The program began on the 24th at
about 11:00am, with ten(10) business women, two(2) officials from the Ministry of Livestock and Fishery and four(4) OGCEYOD staff. On the second day, which is the 27 th, the
Mary and Rep. from Min. of Livestock and Fishery
program started at 4:00pm with 25 participants and 4 officials present. The entire program
was focused particularly on how women can manage and expand their businesses, thereby
making them financially independent. Participants received education on the various definitions of small scale business and also what type of business is considered small scale, as
well as reasons why women are commonly found in small businesses. The training continued shortly with a brief presentation by the main facilitator, explaining possible ways to
manage existing businesses and improving dying ones and expansion possibilities.
OFFICIAL LAUNCHING CEREMONY OF THE CERTIFICATE AWARD AND HANDING
OVER OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT TO THE VOLUNTEER TRAINEES OF THE NATIONAL
CIVIC SERVICE AGENCY FOR PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTH
WEST REGION

A day seminar based on award of certificates and handing over
of government support to support the 99 volunteer trainees of
the national civic service agency for participation in development (NCSAPD) in the south west region was held on February 09th 2013 at the Delegation of Public Administration Buea.
The seminar started at 12.00 noon with the singing of the national anthem followed by a welcome speech by the lord mayor of Buea council Mr. Mbella Moki Charles. Mr. John Enow
who is the head of mission for NCSAPD gave a technical presentation on the goals and objectives of the national civic service agency and participation in development (NCSAPD). This was later followed by a key note address by the governor of
the South West Region. Where he addressed the volunteers about the government grant to fight against unemployment and
that the certificates indicate a testimony of a trainee to the NCSAPD. He also went further to explain that the grant was a gift
from the president to a build a future. After his speech it was then followed by the award of certificates to the volunteers
where certificates for group one was been awarded by the governor of the south west region.
The award of certificates was been followed by the disbursement of the government support
to the Group of volunteers in Fako Division which was the sum of 1,297,826FCFA. A group
photo was then taken between the volunteers and members of the NCSAPD. After the group
photos a closing remark was been given by the Divisional Delegate of Youth and Civic Education, Mr. Mbua Ekombe.

World Wetlands Day 2013
We are on the web!
www.ogceyodcameroon.webs.com

0GCEYOD
CARR STREET, NEWTOWN
B.P. 1006, LIMBE
SOUTH WEST REGION
Phone: (+237) 33 07 66 37, 98911816
74 21 54 97
E-mail: ogceyod@yahoo.com

EDITORIAL BOARD

From the 2 – 6 0f February 2013, the Environmental
Protection and Development Association, Cameroon (EPDA Cameroon) in partnership with DG&G
Sarl, ASYOUSED, OGCEYOD and FOREP held
stand-up workshops to raise awareness of wetland values and benefits. These workshops were held at the
schools of the Hoho Kings Nursery and Primary School (Bonadikombo mile 4), Kulu Memorial
College (Down Beach), Kings Bilingual Community
Comprehensive College (Wututu) and the Bethel
Baptist Primary School (Bonadikombo mile 4) Limbe, Fako Division, South Region of Cameroon. Pupils, students, and teachers were sensitized on the historical background of the Ramsar Convention (Iran,1971), the current number of global Ramsar sites, list of Wetlands of Cameroon and those found in the South
West Region. They were also briefed on the importance of wetlands from the ecological,
botanical, zoological, limnological and/or hydrological perspectives. A total of over 720
students, pupils and teachers, participated in the workshops.
The activities of the stand-up workshops which were brief each lasting for one hour thirty
minutes included lectures, interactive questions and answers, opinion recounting and
demonstrative wetland expedition. At Kulu Memorial College, lectures were delivered in a
classroom meanwhile in the other schools; all activities mentioned above took place in an
open space attributing the name stand-up workshop. Lectures, interactive questions and
answers focused on creating awareness about Ramsar convention, identification of wetlands in Cameroon, identification of wetland species and their importance, emphasis on the
importance of wetlands, and the linkage of wetlands to the challenges of safe drinking water in the South West region and beyond. The
demonstrative wetland expedition enabled the pupils
and students to use their bodies to make a wetland
and its associated species identified during the questions and answers. Post-event assessment showed
that most of the participants appreciated the message, lectures and practical activity and agreed that
young people as leaders of today and tomorrow have
the responsibility to drive policy making that favour
effective water management and most importantly
wetland protection and preservation.

STUDY IN SPAIN—Professional Study program at ESUMA International Business and Marketing School.
For more information contact OGCEYOD if you are in Cameroon or http://www.esuma.com/business.html
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EDITORIAL: OGCEYOD’S VOICE
Assessing human needs has never been an easy task since the needs and wants keep changing
regularly. The poor just want food to eat, water to drink, clothes to wear and shelter but as soon as
they can comfortably and constantly fulfil these basic needs, they want more each time they enjoy
increase. Why this lost or burning desire for plenty? The poor aspire to die wealthy though at times
it comes to pass if they make use of the numerous opportunities before them. Some end up dead
with only thoughts of riches in their heads or dreams. We should understand that billions of people
on earth signifies billions of opportunities for wealth creation and success in diverse domains. All
you need to do is steer up that inner man that will say to you always and in every situation you find
yourself “I CAN OVER COME” or “YES, I CAN” rather than “I give up” or “They said it will not work”.
Most Cameroonian youths think mostly about money rather
than ideas and vision that will make them acquire wealth. Remember a successful man is not only a rich man but one who
has qualities such as integrity in dealing with others, persistence and desire to impact his generation positively. We were
all created with possibilities. It doesn’t matter if you are in
Cameroon, United states of America , China or Germany. If you
decide with determination, persistence and definiteness of
purpose to succeed, looking ahead of your present challenges,
“YOU WILL SUCCEED.” Success is not a function of your present state of hardship or location.

